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SC APPLICATOR 

CLEANING PROCEDURE 

Atomizer 
 
The atomizer chute can be dropped down and slid out for easy access to cleaning both the atomizing 
area, as well as the atomizer chute.  

To drop the atomizing chute down, follow the steps below.  

1) Lift tray up and out so that the front pegs of the tray 
are not resting in the travel / storage slot on the rails. 
This peg and slot are shown in the images on the right.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Unlatch all three clamps and drop the atomizer chute down so that it rests on the tray  

3) The tray and atomizer chute can now be slide back and completely removed, or it can rest there and 
be wiped clean in this position.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) To return the tray, repeat these steps in reverse.  
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SC APPLICATOR 

CLEANING PROCEDURE 

SMX Conveyor 

 
The mixing baffles can be also accessed by removing the 4 pins 
from each cover on top of the conveyor. This will expose a door 
with a couple of mixing baffles on each door.  

These doors can be removed so that the mixing baffles can be 
washed / cleaned.  

 

 

Each door is marked with a number that correlates to its location 
on the conveyor. When putting the doors back on the conveyor, 
ensure that each door matches the number that is on the 
conveyor.  

 

 

 

 

The conveyor can be cleaned out by opening the cleanout section on the tail of the conveyor and 
vacuuming any seeds or buildup that has accumulated at that point.  
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SC APPLICATOR 

CLEANING PROCEDURE 

Cleaning Procedure Overview  

 
1. Remove all left-over treatment slurry from tanks into appropriate storage containers by operating 
pumps.  
 
2. Add water and mild detergent to the tanks. Start agitator and allow run for up to several hours.  
 
3. Turn 3-way calibration valve to calibrate, start pump to flush the calibration tube and lines. 
Disassemble and clean calibration tube and squeegee.   
 
4. Disconnect treatment line to the applicator chemical manifold, place end of line into the tank. 
Turn 3-way calibration valve to treat, start pump to flush the lines. If a Micromatic Keg Coupler is 
used, place coupler into a container of water and mild detergent for pump to flush the lines into a 
catch container. (Note: You will have to slightly press in center green seal on Micromatic to allow it 
to intake cleaning water) 
 
5. Reconnect treatment lines to applicator head, and remove Atomizer discharge spout and place a 
5 gal bucket around atomizer disk area discharge to collect waste.  
 
6. Run pump to pump cleaning solution through the applicator head and allow it to drain into the 5 
gal bucket.  
 
7. After cleaning water is pumped through, turn off pump, remove 5 gal bucket, dispose of waste.  
 
8. Atomizer disk is plastic, handle with care, with a medium bristle brush, scrub the atomizer disc, 
inside of the applicator head, and transition.  
 
9. DO NOT PRESSURE WASH INSIDE THE TREATER HEAD. PRESSURE WASHING THIS 
AREA WILL RESULT IN THE ATOMIZER MOTOR SIEZING UP AND REQUIRING 
REPLACEMENT OF THE ATOMIZER MOTOR.  
 
10. Allow everything to dry and then re-assemble. Use a Shop Vac to clean out Conveyor lower 
cleanout access area of seed. 
 
11. If chemical pumps are stored in an UNHEATED environment during the off season, RV 
Antifreeze or windshield wiper fluid should be pumped through the system to avoid freezing. Or 
leave all low point Push to connects disconnected to drip dry and make sure no liquid is left in any 
part of system. 

 

SIMPLE GREEN AND WATER IS THE RECOMMENDED CLEANING 
SOLUTION 
 
DISPOSE OF ALL WASTE ACCORDING TO LOCAL REGULATIONS 
 
**THIS PROCEDURE IS A GOOD PRACTICE FOR WINTERZATION AND 
TO HELP REDUCE EARLY SEASON MAINTENANCE BREAKDOWNS 
 


